On 04/03/06 at approximately 1530 hours, I (Inv. WIEGERT of the CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT) met with JODI STACHOWSKI in the investigator’s office at the sheriff’s department. I asked JODI about the whereabouts of a digital camera, which had been used at STEVEN’s trailer to take pictures, which we had recovered during Search Warrants. JODI indicated the camera would have been in Mrs. AVERY’s (which would be DOLORES AVERY) possession. JODI states the camera was there while both she and STEVEN were incarcerated.

I asked JODI if she could describe the bed, which was located in STEVEN’s bedroom, to me. JODI stated it was a pillowtop mattress, seafoam green in color, with flowers on it. I asked JODI if she ever had plastic or anything covering the mattress, to which she stated she did not. She stated the box spring was a ratty yellow and brown color.

I also asked JODI if on 10/31/05, she was aware if STEVEN had made any phone calls for her to a PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES in Madison, WI. JODI stated she was not aware of any type of phone calls made on her behalf to any type of PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES or any other counseling.

That was the end of my conversation with JODI.

At that time, both JODI and CHARLES AVERY did go with Deputy HAWKINS in order to take possession of a golf cart and STEVEN AVERY’s car. It should be noted those items were released to JODI and CHARLES by Deputy Hawkins.